Schedule 84, Contract GS-07F-188CA for LTI Traffic Safety Lasers

Please note that GSA contract is for domestic customers only.

The following LTI 20/20 Laser Speed Devices on GSA contract are:

- LTI 20/20 Ultralyte LRB
- LTI 20/20 TruSpeed® LR
- LTI 20/20 TruSpeed® S

All quotes must be from Stay Safe for the GSA Schedule 84.

Your contact is:

Kim Lonts
Email: Kim@staysafesolutions.com
Phone: 916.369.7605
Fax: 916.369.7714

This contract has been put in place by Stay Safe Supply. State and local governmental agencies can order from GSA Schedule 84, Contract GS-07F-188CA. Any prices or inquiries for the Schedule 84 should be directed to link below. This is not LTI’s contract, it is Stay Safe Supply. Once Stay Safe receives an order, it will be emailed to the Contract/Bid Coordinator. The purchase order will then be forwarded onto the sales team of that territory to process.